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Abstract:  The control effects of different occurrence faults on oil and gas accumulation and distribution in the outer slope area of oil 

and gas reservoirs were studied taking the south-central Wen’an slope of the Jizhong depression in the Bohai Bay Basin as an example. 

Based on 3D seismic data and the distribution of oil and water, the controlling differences between consequent fault and antithetic fault 

were analyzed and compared from the formation and evolution rule of faults and the formation mechanism of fault traps, including de-

velopment positions of the consequent fault traps and antithetic fault traps, oil and gas distribution horizon adjusted by fault and forma-

tion period of fault traps. The differences between consequent faults and antithetic faults in controlling reservoirs have three main aspects: 

(1) Consequent fault traps and antithetic fault traps are in different positions, the consequent fault traps are at the segmented growing 

point in the hanging wall of “hard-linkage” faults, while the antithetic fault traps are developed in the position with the largest throw in 

the footwall because of tilting action; (2) The two kinds of faults result in different oil and gas distribution vertically, oil and gas adjusted 

by consequent faults is distributed in a single layer or multi-layers, while oil and gas adjusted by antithetic faults occur in single layers; 

(3) The two kinds of fault traps are formed in different periods, the consequent fault traps are formed at the time when the related faults 

enter the stage of “hard-linkage”, while the antithetic fault traps are formed at the beginning of the fault active period. 
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Introduction 

The slope area outside of source in oil and gas-bearing ba-

sin refers to the slope area which is beyond the distribution 
range of effective hydrocarbon source rock and some distance 
from the oil source sag[1]. Generally, oil and gas generated by 

source rock can migrate laterally to the slope area along con-
nected sand bodies and faults to accumulate in the corre-
sponding traps[23]. The different matching relation between 

faults, which are a common geological phenomenon, and the 
attitude of strata results in obvious differences in scale and 
distribution of oil and gas reservoirs near the faults[47]. Con- 

sequent faults and antithetic faults are two types of faults con-
trolling the formation of oil and gas reservoirs common in the 
slope area, the former type has dip direction the same as the 
formation dip direction, and the latter has dip direction oppo-
site to the formation dip direction. The roles of faults in oil 
and gas exploration were examined and discussed extensively, 
including the control function of fault to oil and gas migration 
as important migration pathway[810], the transformation func-
tion to reservoirs[1112], the shielding function to oil and gas 
accumulation[1314], and so on. However, previous studies on 
the different functions of consequent and antithetic faults in  
sealing oil mainly focused on the control effect of fault seal-
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ing on oil and gas accumulation, which showed: the butt joint 
part between antithetic fault and reservoir is the gliding frac-
ture zone, where the shelter sealing oil and gas migration is 
mudstone; while the butt joint between consequent fault and 
reservoir is the induced fracture zone, where the shelter 
blocking the oil and gas migration is fault rock; furthermore, 
from the perspective of displacement pressure of fault rock 
and reservoir rock, it is considered the lateral sealing ability of 
antithetic fault is stronger than that of consequent fault[1516]. 
Those studies analyzed the influence of the sealing ability of 
the consequent and anthithetic faults on the preservation of 
the oil and gas only from the internal structure of the fracture 
zone and the geometric relation between the two walls of the 
faults. But the formation and evolution patterns and formation 
mechanisms of the faults haven’t been investigated, which is 
undoubtedly unfavorable for in-depth study of fault-control- 
reservoir theory. In addition, previous studies suggested that 

lithologic trap, stratigraphic trap and structural-lithologic trap 
are the main types of oil and gas traps in the slope area[1718], 
but the importance of fault trap in oil and gas exploration in 
slope area has been neglected. On the basis of previous stud-
ies, the authors examine the difference of consequent and 
antithetic faults in the slope area outside of source in control-
ling reservoir accumulation by studying the adjustment of oil 
and gas distribution layer by consequent and antithetic faults 
and the development site and formation period of the faults 
according to the formation and evolution rules of faults. 

1.  Geological survey 

Located on the east side of the Baxian sag in the Jizhong 
depression of the Bohaiwan basin, the Wen’an slope is a NNE 
trending sedimentary slope uplifting in the east and dipping in 
the west (Fig. 1). From the bottom to top, there develop the 
Shahejie Formation and Dongying Formation of Paleogene 

 

Fig. 1.  The schematic diagram of structure and hydrocarbon distribution in the Wen’an slope. 
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